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We sought to determine whether instructional practices used by undergraduate faculty in the geosciences have shifted from traditional teacher-centered lecture toward student-engaged teaching practices and to evaluate whether the national professional development program On the Cutting Edge (hereinafter Cutting Edge) has been a contributing factor in this change. We surveyed geoscience faculty across the United States in 2004, 2009, and 2012 and asked about teaching practices as well as levels of engagement in education research, scientific research, and professional development related to teaching. We tested these self-reported survey results with direct observations of teaching using the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol, and we conducted interviews to understand what aspects of Cutting Edge have supported change. Survey data show that teaching strategies involving active learning have become more common, that these practices are concentrated in faculty who invest in learning about teaching, and that faculty investment in learning about teaching has increased. Regression analysis shows that, after controlling for other key influences, faculty who have participated in Cutting Edge programs and who regularly use resources on the Cutting Edge website are statistically more likely to use active learning teaching strategies. Cutting Edge participants also report that learning about teaching, the availability of teaching resources, and interactions with peers have supported changes in their teaching practice. Our data suggest that even one-time participation in a workshop with peers can lead to improved teaching by supporting a combination of affective and cognitive learning outcomes.

INTRODUCTION

Transforming instruction in undergraduate science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) classrooms from a dominantly lecture-based, content-focused format to one in which students engage in learning concepts and processes of science is regarded as critical to the economic and cultural health of our nation (1, 2). This shift requires efficient ways to promote transitions from a teacher-centered, lecture-based model to active learning, student-engaged environments. One widely used strategy to facilitate this transformation is to provide professional development opportunities for faculty to learn about alternative approaches to teaching that have been shown to reduce attrition, improve student learning (3, 4), and reduce the achievement gap among student populations (5, 6). Professional development programs may focus on general attributes of change or be designed for faculty within their discipline. There is considerable debate about the efficacy of professional development programs (7–9) because the practices they promote have not been extensively adopted by faculty (10). Here, we characterize changes in undergraduate teaching practices in the geosciences using data collected from three national surveys between 2004 and 2012, a series of faculty interviews, and observations of classroom teaching in more than 200 classrooms. We discuss how these changes are related to participation in a national professional development program, On the Cutting Edge (hereinafter Cutting Edge).

Established in 2002, Cutting Edge (11, 12) engages faculty in a community where they can share and discuss their teaching with peers and learn from experts. From 2002 to 2012, Cutting Edge was the only national-scale professional development program operating in the geosciences. As a result, we are able to explore the relationship between a specific national professional development program and teaching practices in a particular discipline.

Cutting Edge provides a unique opportunity to test the impact of a particular program on a substantial segment of all faculty who teach within a single STEM discipline at the undergraduate level in the United States. From 2002 to 2012, Cutting Edge offered 118 workshops and professional development events that were attended by more than 2000 unique U.S. geoscience faculty and 800 postdoctoral fellows and graduate students. We estimate that this represents approximately 20% of U.S. geoscience faculty. [The American Geosciences Institute (AGI) (13) estimates that there were approximately 8500 tenured or tenure-track geoscience faculty employed within U.S. geoscience departments at 4-year universities in 2013 and that this number had been relatively constant since 2008. Geoscience courses were also taught at approximately 400 two-year colleges in 2013, where there are relatively few geoscience faculty at each institution (13). We estimate that there are approximately 10,000 geoscience faculty teaching geoscience courses at U.S. higher-education institutions.] The workshop participants and project staff have developed a >5000-page website that summarizes workshop findings and provides access to a peer-reviewed collection of teaching activities and other related online resources (11, 12). The website is viewed by approximately 1 million unique visitors per year, further expanding the program’s reach.

The design of the Cutting Edge program arose from the leaders’ experience with teaching and professional communities and was informed by research on teaching and learning. Rather than teaching a specific set of instructional skills, Cutting Edge workshops focus on engaging participants in a process of learning that leads to improvements in their teaching (14–16). Central design principles aim to foster...
learning from peers (16, 17), introduce ideas from cognitive science and education research (8, 18), and engage participants in reflecting on applications to their own work (19). By facilitating networking at the workshops, supporting ongoing communications with email lists, and involving all in the creation of an online collection of resources, Cutting Edge incorporates participants into a geoscience education community (20).

In 2002, we initiated an evaluation of the Cutting Edge program to determine its impact. Then, in 2004, 2009, and 2012, we administered nationwide surveys (21, 22) to college and university geoscience faculty. They answered questions about instructional and assessment practices in either an introductory or a majors course that they taught, as well as questions about the context of their professional work. We conducted interviews with 120 faculty at several points during the program (22, 23) to investigate the impact of the workshops and websites. To evaluate the self-reports of instructional practice described in the surveys, we conducted classroom observations of more than 200 faculty using the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) (24, 25). Here, we consider these data in the context of current models for stimulating and supporting changes in teaching practice and address four research questions:

(1) Has there been measurable change in undergraduate geoscience instruction from teacher-centered lecture to student-engaged teaching practices?

(2) What role does learning about teaching play in supporting these pedagogical changes?

(3) Is faculty participation in Cutting Edge associated with use of student-engaged teaching practices?

(4) What impacts do participants recognize as coming from the workshops?

Theories have been developed to support studies of professional development in the fields of human resource development (26, 27), continuing medical education (28), and educational development in both K-12 (29–31) and higher education (9, 15, 16). Although a unified framework has not developed, both learning and transfer of learning to the professional setting emerge as two distinct components necessary to affect performance. Characteristics of the individual, the nature of the learning opportunity, and the features of the professional setting where changes will be applied are important mediators in these models. We examine teaching practices in undergraduate geoscience classrooms and their relationship to activities that can be characterized as learning about teaching, including participation in the Cutting Edge workshop program and use of its website, in the context of these theories of professional development. We see evidence that the characteristics of individuals, particularly motivation and self-efficacy, are important, and we discuss the design of professional development opportunities with respect to both learning and support for transfer.

RESULTS

The three national surveys that we conducted in 2004, 2009, and 2012 investigated three questions that lie at the heart of teaching: (i) What methods do faculty use to teach undergraduate courses? (ii) How do faculty learn about the content and methods that they use in their teaching? (iii) How do faculty share with their colleagues what they learn about teaching? The surveys were administered by email to a list of all identifiable geoscience faculty in the United States. Of the approximately 10,000 geoscience faculty who teach undergraduates, 2207 faculty participated in the 2004 survey, 2874 participated in the 2009 survey, and 2466 participated in the 2012 survey. Of the 2009 survey respondents, approximately 565 completed the 2004 survey, and approximately 1111 of the 2012 survey respondents completed at least one previous administration (fig. S1). Our ability to identify faculty in 2-year colleges was substantially enhanced before the third administration of the survey in 2012; as a result, five times as many 2-year college faculty members (308 respondents) were included in the 2012 administration.

Survey data show movement away from lecture toward student-engaged teaching practices

We used two approaches in our faculty surveys to investigate whether there was movement away from traditional lecture. In each of the three survey administrations, faculty chose a specific introductory or majors course that they had taught in the previous 2 years and estimated (i) the amount of class time spent on student activities, questions, and discussion and (ii) the frequency with which they made use of specific teaching strategies during the lecture portion of the course. Both approaches indicate a self-reported movement away from lecture in both introductory courses and courses for majors between 2004 and 2012.

Estimates of class time spent on student activities, questions, and discussion.

We asked faculty to report the percentage of time spent on student activities, questions, and discussions (interactive time) in the lecture portion of the course. We classified the data into two groups: (i) more than 20% of class time was interactive, and (ii) 20% or less of class time was interactive. We chose 20% to differentiate significant use of interactive teaching because 20% represents a natural division in the data reported across survey administrations (fig. S2 and table S1). Twenty percent also aligns with reporting from similar surveys of STEM teaching practices (32, 33). This classification is further supported by descriptions of active teaching (34, 35), including a study in which the researchers observed group work occupying more than 20% of time in classes that they classified as using peer instruction or collaborative learning instructional styles (36).

The percentage of faculty reporting more than 20% of class time spent on student activities, questions, and discussions shows an increase over time in the population as a whole, from 34% in 2004, to 38% in 2009, to 51% in 2012 (Fig. 1 and Table 1). The Mantel chi-square for trend shows a linear association of the outcome across the three study periods [$\chi^2(1) = 86.6; P < 0.001$].

We analyzed the data by institution type to determine whether increases were due to the larger number of 2-year college faculty responses in the 2012 survey. Although a larger percentage of 2-year college faculty report courses with more than 20% interactive class time, a significant increase is also shown in faculty responses from other institutional types (table S2). This increase persists across subgroups defined by faculty type (table S3), teaching strategy (table S4), and course level (table S5).

Use of different teaching strategies during the lecture portion of a course.

We asked faculty to indicate the frequency with which they used the following teaching strategies in the lecture portion of the course: traditional lecture, lecture with demonstration, lecture in which questions posed by the instructor are answered by individual students, lecture in which questions posed by the instructor are answered simultaneously by the entire class, small-group discussion or think-pair-share, whole-class discussions, and in-class exercises. Responses indicating using a strategy on a weekly basis or in nearly every class were classified as...
frequent use; those indicating never using a strategy or using it once or several times were classified as infrequent use. An exploratory factor analysis of these responses from the combined 2004 and 2009 data suggests three principal groupings in the data on the basis of decreasing levels of student engagement:

1. Active learning: faculty reporting frequent use of small-group discussion, whole-class discussion, or in-class exercises with or without the use of any other methods.
2. Active lecture: faculty reporting frequent use of demonstrations and/or posing questions with or without traditional lecture.
3. Traditional lecture: faculty reporting infrequent use of strategies other than traditional lecture.

Across the three survey administrations, the data show a significant increase in the proportion of respondents who report using active learning teaching strategies (42% in 2004, 47% in 2009, and 57% in 2012; Fig. 1 and Table 1) and a decrease in the proportion of respondents who report using only traditional lecture methods (19, 13, and 11%, respectively; Table 1). Mantel chi-square tests indicate a linear trend across the 3 years \( \chi^2(1) = 89.8; P < 0.001 \).

We computed Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficients using the 2012 data to determine the relationship between teaching strategies and other teaching practices that support student engagement (Table S6). The data show a moderate correlation between teaching strategy and responses that indicate the following: (i) student exploration of concepts before receiving instruction \( r_s(1657) = 0.29, P < 0.001 \); (ii) student-student discussion of ideas, problems, or course content \( r_s(1659) = 0.36, P < 0.001 \); and (iii) students having an impact on the direction of the class \( r_s(1663) = 0.29, P < 0.001 \). The use of self-reported active learning teaching strategies correlates moderately with reporting of more than 20% interactive class time \( r_s(1711) = 0.46, P < 0.001 \).

Faculty who invest in learning about teaching are more likely to use practices that support student engagement

To understand the relationship between teaching practices and professional behavior, we conducted a cluster analysis of responses to survey items addressing faculty engagement and participation in the geoscience community, including publications and presentations about teaching and research, participation in workshops, teaching or research talks attended, and communication with colleagues about course content and pedagogy. Using a clustering algorithm, we identified three groups of faculty within both the 2012 data alone and the combined 2004 and 2009 data:

1. Education-focused faculty who reported significant activity related to improving teaching (their own and/or others).
2. Geoscience research–focused faculty who reported significant geoscience research activity.
3. Teaching faculty who reported lower levels of activity in both geoscience research and activity related to improving teaching.

Education-focused faculty made up the smallest percentage of 2012 survey respondents (20%), as compared to geoscience research–focused faculty (37%) and teaching faculty (43%) (Table S7).

Although we recognize that some faculty are active in both improving teaching and conducting geoscience research and that all three types of faculty participate in workshops, an analysis of the cluster variable means in all three survey years shows strong differences in behavior across these three types of faculty (Table S8). Education-focused faculty are strongly distinguished from other faculty types by the number of teaching-related talks and workshops that they attended in the last 2 years. Geoscience research–focused faculty are strongly distinguished by the number of articles and presentations on research that they have produced in the past 2 years (Fig. 2).

Analysis of teaching strategy by faculty type in 2012 (Fig. 3 and Table S9) shows that although active learning teaching strategies are reported by at least half of the faculty from all types, these strategies are reported more frequently by the education-focused faculty. Education-focused faculty also more frequently report that more than 20% of class time was interactive (Table S9). When compared to other faculty types (Table S10), education-focused faculty are also statistically significantly more
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**Figure 1.** Percentage of 2004, 2009, and 2012 survey respondents who report spending more than 20% of class time on student activities, questions, and discussions (light green bars) and percentage of respondents who report active learning (orange bars).

**Table 1.** Interactive class time and teaching strategies versus survey year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey year</th>
<th>Class time spent on student activities, questions, and discussions</th>
<th>Teaching strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than or equal to 20% (n)</td>
<td>More than 20% (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1035</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1255</td>
<td>775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>893</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participation in Cutting Edge is associated with teaching that promotes student engagement

We developed regression models for the 2012 data to investigate the impact of the Cutting Edge program on the use of interactive class time (table S14) and teaching strategies (table S15). Controlling for all variables in the final models, Cutting Edge workshop participants who also make use of the website are 1.5 times more likely to spend more than 20% of class time on activities, questions, or discussion and 1.2 times more likely to report teaching using an active learning teaching strategy, as opposed to an active lecture teaching strategy, than respondents who had neither used the website nor attended a Cutting Edge workshop. The presence of a laboratory (with or without a discussion section) was a significant predictor of interactive class time and teaching strategies when compared to the absence of a laboratory. The only other significant covariate retained in the active learning model was faculty type: Education-focused faculty were more likely to report active learning than teaching faculty. In contrast, the likelihood of reporting more than 20% of class time on activities other than lecture is significantly higher not only for education-focused faculty (versus teaching faculty) but also for early-career faculty (versus senior faculty), for faculty at 2-year colleges (versus 4-year colleges), and in small and medium classes (versus large classes) and courses for majors (versus introductory courses).

For the analyses described above, we used the 2012 survey data set because it is the most current and because it includes the broadest set of Cutting Edge participants. A regression model developed using 2009 data yielded similar results—Cutting Edge participants who attended workshops and made use of the website were 1.5 times more likely to spend more than 20% of class time on activities than those who did not participate with Cutting Edge. We did not develop

Facility investment in learning about teaching is increasing

Participation by both teaching faculty and geoscience research–focused faculty in education workshops and presentations increased significantly between 2009 and 2012 (table S13). Whereas 100% of education-focused faculty attended three or more education talks in the 2 years before the 2012 survey, the percentage of geoscience research–focused and teaching faculty reporting attendance at three or more talks increased from 23 and 28%, respectively, to 37 and 43% between 2009 and 2012. Similarly, the percentage of faculty who reported attending one or more teaching workshops in the 2 years prior to the 2012 survey increased from 25 and 36% to 38 and 52%.

likely to report other behaviors that support student engagement in learning than geoscience research–focused faculty or teaching faculty:

1. Guided data analysis (71% education-focused faculty, 61% geoscience research–focused faculty, and 60% teaching faculty; χ² = 44.62, P < 0.001)
2. Student data collection to solve a problem (53, 46, and 44%; χ² = 30.66, P < 0.001)
3. Problems of national or global interest (64, 52, and 52%; χ² = 53.51, P < 0.001)
4. Problems of local community interest (46, 34, and 32%; χ² = 49.23, P < 0.001)
5. Study skills or time management reflection (45, 26, and 35%; χ² = 15.42, P < 0.001)
6. Learning success reflection (56, 39, and 40%; χ² = 59.79, P < 0.001)
7. Problem-solving strategies reflection (52, 43, and 39%; χ² = 52.24, P < 0.001)
8. Student motivation (79, 66, and 66%; χ² = 74.58, P < 0.001)
9. Low-stakes opportunities for testing (70, 55, and 58%; χ² = 28.95, P < 0.001)
10. Time for students to get to know each other (65, 48, and 51%; χ² = 84.13, P < 0.001)
11. Teamwork and collaborative learning (76, 56, and 60%; χ² = 86.22, P < 0.001)

Faculty classified as education-focused come from all types of institutions and from all experience levels (tables S11 and S12). On average, education-focused faculty have teaching loads and class sizes similar to those of teaching faculty (table S11). Geoscience research–focused faculty come from all types of institutions, although they are the most common type of faculty only at doctoral-granting institutions. On average, geoscience research–focused faculty report spending about half as much time teaching in class or laboratory as other groups (table S11).

Fig. 2. Pattern of cluster variable mean values for the three faculty types demonstrating strong differences in reported behavior between groups; data were combined across all three survey years (2004, 2009, and 2012). The blue line represents education-focused faculty, the red line represents geoscience research–focused faculty, and the green line represents teaching faculty. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval (table S8).
a model using the 2009 data to predict active learning relative to active lecture.

Because survey findings using self-reported data may not accurately reflect practice (7, 37), we collected additional data to test whether observed teaching practices among a subpopulation of geoscience instructors corresponded to the reported behavior of the whole population. We conducted 205 in-person observations of classroom teaching using the RTOP (25). Faculty type could be determined from survey responses for more than half (n = 110) of these observations. Cutting Edge workshop participants who also use the website were observed to teach using more elements of active learning than instructors who had no involvement with Cutting Edge or who only used the online resources. They earned higher RTOP scores, and this finding confirmed the survey findings in aggregate (Fig. 4 and table S16), that is, that participation in Cutting Edge was associated with more extensive use of student engagement activities in class.

**Cutting Edge participants report that learning about teaching, availability of teaching resources, and interactions with peers support changes in teaching practice**

In 2013, Rockman et al was contracted to conduct an independent analysis of 71 transcripts from interviews with Cutting Edge workshop participants who had also submitted a full response to the survey in any of the years it was administered. The interviews were conducted as part of several studies by the project evaluators between 2002 and 2012. These studies probed the impact of the Cutting Edge program on participants and their teaching practices (21, 22). In most cases, the interview data predate the survey responses, with 39 cases (55%) using 2012 survey data for categorization. We therefore do not know whether the faculty type assigned using the 2012 survey data is an accurate description of a participant’s practices at the time that the interview was conducted. The sample includes a higher percentage of education-focused faculty (45%) than either the survey population as a whole (20%) or the Cutting Edge population (32%) (table S17).

Rockman et al coded the interview responses for evidence of practices queried in the survey (the coding guide is presented in the Supplementary Materials). Responses reporting specific changes in teaching practice included descriptions indicative of active learning or active lecture teaching strategies coded as

1. Pedagogies related to student engagement and development of metacognitive skills
2. Activities where students are engaged in independent thinking, reflection, and problem solving
3. Activities that have places for students to assess their own learning
4. Activities that engage students in data collection and analysis, observation, and experimentation
5. Lecture with demonstration
6. Lecture that encourages class discussion
7. Usage of small-group discussion or think-pair-share

Nearly three-quarters of the interviewees (51 cases) reported on specific changes they had made to their teaching practice. In nearly half of the interviews (34 cases), faculty stated how the Cutting Edge experience had given them the knowledge and skills necessary to make these changes. In the interviews, faculty reported two ways in which the Cutting Edge experience supported the transfer of workshop learning to changes in practice. First, more than half of the participants (39 cases) stated that they were able to use Cutting Edge web resources to continue to build on their new understanding of teaching and learning. They described how they were currently using activities and approaches gained through the workshops or found through the Cutting Edge website in their teaching, although interviews followed participation in Cutting Edge workshops by as many as 3 years.

Second, faculty noted that interactions with colleagues during a Cutting Edge workshop were critical to putting changes in teaching into practice. In 73% of the interviews (52 cases), faculty stated how discussions with participants helped them leave the workshop with renewed motivation and enthusiasm to incorporate changes into their teaching practices. Faculty described how conversations about teaching at the workshop gave them ideas related to implementation and assessment of new strategies. They valued the opportunity to talk with others who were equally interested in improved teaching. More than half of the faculty (33 cases) reported on the value of these conversations at two or more points during the interview. In half of the interviews (24 cases), participants also stated that collegial interactions gave them greater confidence in their abilities to broadly use active learning strategies and to implement specific methods or activities. In a few cases, faculty stated that occasional communications by email or phone...
following the workshop had been useful in supporting their changes in practice.

Nearly half of the interviews (31 cases) reported shifts in attitudes about teaching. Faculty stated how they now realized that teaching is a learned skill supported by a research-based literature. They described this shift as an “aha moment” or transformative, suggesting a substantive change in their teaching beliefs. Faculty discussed this shift in conjunction with the description of their more student-centered teaching approaches. Some of these faculty reported that this new understanding affirmed and validated their efforts toward improved teaching.

Limitations of the study
The study design is limited, in that there was no randomized assignment. The population for the study is based on responses to a national survey that was administered as a census sample to all identifiable geoscience faculty. We did not do a study of nonresponders to determine how representative the responses are of the population at each time frame. Thus, the responses at each point in time do not allow us to distinguish changes in the aggregate behavior over time from changes in the responding population. Although we chose the smaller subsample populations for observation and interviews to include faculty representing different dimensions of interest, caution must be exercised in any generalizations because of the small population of faculty who were observed or interviewed relative to the population of U.S. geoscience faculty.

The timing of the different methods of investigation introduces challenges in assessing internal consistency between methods. Most of the individuals from our qualitative cases participated in an interview 2 to 7 years earlier. This sequencing confounds the factors of time and methods. The RTOP observations were conducted closer to the time of a participant’s survey response and therefore do not present the same problem.

Because individuals report on their teaching in different courses, the study design does not support comparison of self-reported individual performance through time. Therefore, we are unable to obtain a direct pre-post measure of Cutting Edge influence on an individual’s teaching. The influence of preexisting elements, such as personal preference for active learning teaching methods, can only be inferred by comparison among groups. Additionally, there may be a bias in the responses tending to overestimate improved teaching. All of the invitations for the study methods (survey, observations, and interviews) were proffered by faculty associated with the Cutting Edge program. Consequently, the respondents may preferentially include faculty who personally know these inviters. These faculty may be more likely either to have improved their teaching or to have overreported their attention to teaching. We did compare the demographics of the 2004 respondents to the demographics of the overall population, and comparison showed minimal bias (20). Although the number of Cutting Edge workshop participants has grown and their representation in the survey population has increased, the response rate for this group has not increased (table S18), arguing against a significant response bias.

DISCUSSION
Student-engaged teaching practices are associated with learning about teaching
In 2005, Macdonald et al. (21) reported that the 2004 survey showed widespread but not extensive use of engaged teaching methods by geoscience faculty. Our study shows that the use of those methods has
increased since the first survey administration. A similar result is documented in the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI) survey of faculty across all disciplines during the interval 2004–2014, in which fewer faculty reported extensive lecturing in all classes (38). Disaggregation of the HERI data shows that this movement was smaller in STEM classrooms than in social science and humanities classrooms. However, the percentage of physical science faculty (physical science includes geoscience in the HERI report) using extensive lecturing in all or most courses dropped from approximately 80 to 66%. At the same time, the reported use of student inquiry to drive learning increased from 25 to 35% (38). The role of professional development experiences is unexplored in these studies.

In our study, we find that although engaged teaching methods are used by some members of all three faculty groups, these methods are reported most frequently by education-focused faculty—the group of faculty whose behavior is typified by attending workshops and talks about teaching. That is, the adoption of teaching practices that have been demonstrated to improve student learning is more frequently associated with instructors who invested more in learning about teaching. This population forms approximately 20% of our sample and is drawn from a broad cross section of types of institutions.

In their study of faculty at two institutions of higher education, Condon et al. (39) observed that faculty engaged in a long-term, self-guided process of learning about teaching and improving their practice. These faculty capitalized on a variety of professional development opportunities to learn and integrated this learning with information and ideas from other sources. They drew on this growing body of knowledge and skills over time to solve the challenges they faced in fostering learning in their courses. This behavior is very similar to the way that scientists, including science faculty, learn in their disciplinary specialties to inform their research. We suggest that our data are recording this type of behavior in education-focused geoscience faculty nationwide.

One of the important factors in models and theories addressing professional learning and its application to practice is the motivation of the learner. Although motivation to learn and motivation to transfer learning to practice are frequently considered separately (26, 28, 40), Naquin and Holton (41) explored a combined construct—motivation to improve work through learning (MTIWL)—that is aligned with the behavior observed by Condon et al. (39). We suggest that MTIWL is a valuable construct to understand the correlation between professional development and improved teaching in our data, because it combines both the motivation to seek out learning opportunities and the motivation to use this knowledge to change teaching. We suggest that education-focused faculty in our sample have more MTIWL as applied to their teaching than other faculty in our sample. Their repeated participation in professional development opportunities indicates that they are actively seeking opportunities to learn about teaching, and we infer that the stronger teaching methods they report reflect the use of this learning in their teaching.

Viewed in this light, an association between learning and improved teaching practice is not congruent with the belief that professional development has no impact on faculty who are motivated to change their courses ("they would have used these methods anyway"—a frequently heard criticism in studies of the impact of professional development programs). Rather, it appears that professional development is better understood as providing important opportunities to learn for those who are motivated to learn and that professional development is used by these individuals to improve practice.

Our data suggest that additional work to establish the relationship between MTIWL, repeat participation in professional development opportunities of both short and long duration, and teaching practice is warranted and could substantially move forward the ability to transform teaching in higher education. It is possible that improvements in teaching practice over time, as recorded in our data and in the HERI data, reflect increased faculty participation in professional development around teaching and their use of this new knowledge in their teaching. Our study design does not support direct testing of this important hypothesis.

The average number of teaching workshops and talks attended was reported to increase over time in the geoscience research-focused and teaching faculty groups. This finding might reflect any combination of increased availability of professional development offerings, an increased value of learning about teaching by faculty, and changes in the work environment and performance expectations. More research is warranted to determine whether the documented increase is associated with an increase in MTIWL within this population and what, if any, role the large-scale, long-lasting Cutting Edge program played in this increase. Regardless of cause, the self-reported increase in attendance at teaching workshops and talks is an encouraging finding, suggesting that faculty investment in learning about teaching is increasing.

Teaching practices and impact of the Cutting Edge program

Regression analyses of the survey data indicate that Cutting Edge workshop participants of all faculty types are more likely to report engaged teaching practices than those who do not participate in the program. Cutting Edge participants within the teaching faculty group, the group receiving the smallest amount of professional development, show significantly more engaged teaching, suggesting that even limited participation has an effect. Cutting Edge participants within the education-focused faculty group—the population of faculty who participate most frequently in professional development activities beyond Cutting Edge—also exhibit more characteristics of engaged teaching than nonparticipants within this group, suggesting that Cutting Edge participation also benefits those with substantial incoming knowledge. Our observation study confirms that Cutting Edge workshop participants, as a group, have stronger teaching practices than nonparticipants, as measured by the RTOP protocol. We do not have sufficient information or sample size to subdivide the RTOP population by faculty type.

In both of our regression models, the outcome variable asks only about teaching in the lecture portion of the course. One might thus expect the results to be insensitive to the presence or absence of a laboratory or discussion section in a course. This is not the case. The presence of laboratory and/or discussion sections is retained as a significant variable in both models. This may indicate that respondents misread the question and are reporting on all aspects of a course, or it may indicate that the presence of a laboratory and discussion changes the dynamics and instructional style in the lecture portion of a course.

The active learning model retained no significant variables other than faculty type, indicating that reporting of active learning strategies versus active lecture strategies does not depend on variables such as class size, course level (introductory or majors), or institution type. Active learning classrooms are characterized by the use of discussion and in-class activities. The result suggests that these methods are being adopted in classrooms of all types and sizes.

In contrast, the model for interactive class time retained several other significant variables, including variables that are descriptive of
the course, the faculty member, and the institution. Consistent with perceptions of courses for majors, faculty describing courses for majors are more likely to report more than 20% interactive class time, as are faculty describing small- or medium-sized courses (less than 80 people). Thus, although faculty report use of discussions and activities in all types of settings, the amount of time spent on activities other than lecture is dependent on course size and type.

Early-career faculty who have been teaching for 7 years or less, as well as 2-year college faculty, are more likely to report more than 20% interactive class time. This finding deserves further exploration using observations of teaching practice. The use of less lecture by early-career faculty could reflect a wide variety of influences, including increased opportunities for graduate students to learn about teaching, the impact of early-career mentoring through Cutting Edge or other programs, changing hiring practices, or faculty values and expectations.

Although a number of teaching practices that engage students are exhibited more frequently by education-focused faculty, our data show relatively weak correlations among the different indicators of engaged teaching. Similarly, the qualitative data indicate that individuals are making a wide variety of changes as a result of their participation in Cutting Edge. These data are not surprising given the broad set of topics addressed by the workshop program and the absence of a strong focus on promoting a single teaching strategy or set of outcomes. These results are consistent with a model of evolutionary change or continuous improvement in teaching (42, 43).

Our qualitative data provide insight into the aspects of Cutting Edge program design that may underpin the strong teaching performance of participants. Three impacts are reported: (i) information and resources from Cutting Edge supported changes in teaching, (ii) the program catalyzed a change in attitude or belief about teaching, and (iii) interactions with colleagues resulted in renewed energy for change and, in some cases, increased confidence and self-efficacy. These results are based on the qualitative data obtained from individuals classified as members of each of the three faculty types but are dominated by responses obtained from education-focused faculty.

Models and theories describing professional learning draw a distinction between learning at a workshop and transfer of learning to the work environment (26, 27, 38, 40, 44). The first is necessary but not sufficient to support the second. Learning at a workshop is dependent on a strong pedagogic design that attends to both the social and cognitive aspects of learning. Transfer of learning to practice is mediated by aspects of both the individual and the work environment. Although the Cutting Edge program did not have a direct impact on the work environment, all of the impacts reported support the ability of individuals to transfer learning to practice, as described below. In addition, many Cutting Edge workshops, particularly those that addressed career stage preparation (Early Career Faculty Workshop and Preparing for an Academic Career Workshop), addressed the ability of the individual to shape or influence the work environment.

Approximately half of faculty in the qualitative study indicated that their current teaching included activities and approaches that they learned from the Cutting Edge program. This finding suggests substantial transfer of workshop content into practice. Several features of the program design are aligned with practices that have been identified as important for supporting learning and transfer to the classroom. Cutting Edge workshop design (11, 14) emphasizes abundant examples of application of theory to geoscience teaching, coupled with workshop activities that support participants in applying what they have learned to their own professional context (16). This practice is aligned with the development of metacognition and capacity for transfer through reflection (19) and capitalizes on the use of peers as trusted sources of information (17, 45). It provides the “how to” information needed to transform ideas into practice (33, 45, 46). Furthermore, it helps faculty to define a realistic path from where they are to where they would like to be, perhaps increasing the chance of persistent change, an ongoing problem in both K-12 and higher education (29, 33, 45, 46). Sharing of resources is facilitated by the Cutting Edge website and supported through the website, which organizes access to all resources presented and discussed at the workshop by author and presentation time.

We interpret the remaining outcomes, namely, change in belief, renewed energy for change, and increased confidence and self-efficacy, to be related closely to the use of peer instruction in the workshop design. Cutting Edge workshops are designed to bring faculty together to learn from one another and from outside experts about a shared challenge (11, 14). This productive learning situation counteracts, both pedagogically and emotionally, the tendency to pigeonhole faculty as good or bad teachers (16, 41) and supports changes in teacher beliefs (47). Although Cutting Edge workshop experiences lasted only a few days, peer interactions supported many of the effects identified as central features of communities of practice (48): learning by problem solving, sharing information, and seeking expertise. Renewed energy for change was also identified as an outcome of peer interaction by Kezar and Gehrke (20) in their study of communities of transformation for undergraduate faculty.

The learning transfer system and associated Learning Transfer System Inventory developed by Holton et al. (26, 49) provide a framework for understanding the relationship between peer instruction and transfer observed in our study. The Learning Transfer System Inventory identifies 16 constructs that affect transfer, including factors that are features of the individual and of the transfer environment. Four constructs appear related to peer instruction and interaction:

1. Perceived content validity (the extent to which trainees judge training content to accurately reflect job requirements). This construct could be understood as the extent to which faculty believe that teaching strategies they are learning about will work in their own classrooms. The Cutting Edge workshop model features faculty sharing their own teaching successes with one another and includes opportunities to discuss implementation details.

2. Performance-outcomes expectations (the expectation that changes in job performance will lead to valued outcomes). Participants in the Cutting Edge program are investing in good teaching for the purpose of increased student learning. Peer instruction allowed participants to learn from a trusted source about the relationship between change in teaching and change in student learning. This interpretation emphasizes alignment with the participants’ own values, rather than those of the employer.

3. Peer support (the extent to which peers reinforce and support use of learning on the job). The strong emphasis that interviewees placed on peer interactions indicates the value of finding peer reinforcement at the workshops. This effect is described in depth in the qualitative study of communities of transformation by Kezar and Gehrke (20).

4. Performance self-efficacy (the general belief that individuals are able to change their performance when they want to). Participants self-reported this change as a result of peer interactions.

An area for further study is the relationship between Cutting Edge workshop participation, use of the Cutting Edge website, and development
of a sense of belonging in a community that supports the ongoing interaction, leadership development, and exchange of ideas characteristic of communities of transformation (50). Our qualitative data show that, for many participants, the website provides information that supports the implementation of changes in teaching practices. The Cutting Edge program has fostered a culture and an ethic of sharing experiences and resources (11). Teaching activities and instructional resources are community-built and peer-reviewed, aggregating the practitioners’ wisdom within the community. We do not know the extent to which faculty learn from the website nor do we know that their contributions to the website engender a sense of belonging to the Cutting Edge community of geoscience faculty.

Approximately one-half of survey responses from Cutting Edge participants and slightly more than one-third of interviews used in this study were obtained from individuals who had participated in more than one Cutting Edge workshop or webinar. Overall, approximately 25% of workshop participants have attended more than one workshop or webinar. We have not explored the role of repeat participation in this study, nor do we understand how the influence of participation in Cutting Edge, once or repeatedly, depends on the levels of other opportunities to learn about teaching within the geosciences, within STEM, or within the institution or higher-education community more broadly. For education-focused faculty, participation in the Cutting Edge program is a part of a larger picture of ongoing learning about teaching, resulting in strong teaching practices. This is an area where further study is warranted.

However, our data do not support an interpretation that relies on repeat participation, within the Cutting Edge program or participation in this program in conjunction with others, to explain the association of workshop participation with active learning teaching practices that support student engagement. This finding calls into question claims that professional development experiences must involve interactions over 1 month in duration to be effective (9) and that change in practice requires a program design that repeatedly brings participants together over a protracted interval of time (17).

Implications and next steps
This study adds to the growing body of evidence that investments that support faculty learning about teaching lead to improvements in teaching practice (17, 39, 50–53). Faculty who invest time in learning about teaching report the strongest teaching practices. Although more research is needed to understand the relationship between learning about teaching and improving teaching practice, it is clear that opportunities to learn have an impact.

Given the evidence from this study and that of Condon et al. (39) that faculty engage in multiple professional development experiences, it appears that a productive line of investigation could focus on faculty members as independent, self-guided learners who seek opportunities and interactions that support their abilities to learn about teaching to improve teaching practice. In this frame, the following important questions are posed:

1. What develops faculty motivation to improve their teaching through learning?

2. What is the relationship between learning opportunities, development and implementation of higher-order thinking about teaching and learning, and capacity to improve instruction and adapt to changing instructional needs and contexts?

3. How do individuals navigate and capitalize on the variety of learning opportunities on- and off-campus to maximize their learning and improvement in practice?

4. What are the characteristics of a system of activities that support learning for the diverse faculty in higher education? How can this system be optimized?

Given how little we understand about this larger learning landscape, as well as the relatively weak understanding of the relationship between professional development and practice (9, 27, 28, 54), it seems premature to make claims that all professional development should be of any particular type or duration. Our qualitative data suggest that even one-time participation in a workshop with peers can lead to improved teaching by supporting a combination of affective and cognitive learning outcomes. More information is needed about how this type of one-time, focused, peer-learning experience interacts with other kinds of learning on- and off-campus, in the short and long term, to support the development of a robust teaching capacity. This information is particularly needed at a time when overall access to learning opportunities and online resources appears to be increasing. It may be that different types of programs can serve different purposes for faculty who have developed more or less motivation to improve teaching through learning. For example, short activities might be used to interest faculty in making larger changes supported by longer, more intensive programming. Short activities supporting continuous improvement might complement intensive programming that supports rapid change in ways that maximize the overall capacity of the system to produce well-informed faculty and adaptive teaching practices.

However we seek to maximize our investments, undergraduate geoscience teaching improved in response to the learning opportunities available between 2002 and 2012, including those from the Cutting Edge program. Over this interval, geoscience faculty invested increasing amounts of time in learning about teaching, and learning made a difference in their teaching practices. These are encouraging findings in a time when geoscience learning is essential to our ability to live sustainably on Earth.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We investigated to what extent faculty use methods other than traditional lecture in geoscience undergraduate instruction and the role that learning about teaching plays in supporting incorporation of active learning strategies into instruction. In addition, we examined whether participation in the Cutting Edge program was associated with engaged teaching practices and associated with the outcomes recognized by the participants. We tested our research questions through the analysis of three national surveys combined with purposive sampling of geoscience faculty using both observational and qualitative methods. Institutional review board guidelines were followed with human subjects.

Survey
The survey, administered in 2004, 2009, and 2012, was developed by Cutting Edge, a professional development program for geoscience faculty sponsored by the National Association of Geoscience Teachers (NAGT) and funded by grants from the National Science Foundation.

Instrument.
The survey instrument was developed in 2003 by the leadership of Cutting Edge in collaboration with project evaluator J. McLaughlin and the Statistical Research Group at the American Institute of Physics (AIP) (21). This group modified the instrument in 2009 on the basis of the results of the 2004 administration. In 2012, the survey was modified by the project leadership in consultation with Professional Data
Analysts Inc., who were contracted to complete data analysis of the 2009 survey, administer the 2012 survey, and analyze the results. Although some items of the survey underwent changes between each iteration, the general characteristics of the surveys remained essentially consistent. The survey items for all three administrations can be viewed from the Cutting Edge Evaluation Summary Web page: http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/about/evaluation.html.

The items for the 2004 survey were tested for clarity in a pilot survey administered to 16 faculty, as well as through short interviews with 5 faculty at the American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting in 2002. For the 2009 survey, revised items were tested using a written survey combined with interview responses from 37 faculty at the American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting in 2007. For the 2012 survey, expert reviews and think-aloud administrations were conducted with four faculty.

The survey, which has three parts, follows a similar structure across the years.

1. In the first section, faculty answer demographic questions about education and teaching experience, disciplinary focus, and faculty position and teaching responsibilities.

2. In the second section, faculty answer questions about a specific introductory course or course for majors taught in the previous 2 years. Questions ask about the design of the course, teaching methods and strategies, content, and assessment. Faculty teaching only introductory courses or only courses for majors were asked to describe a course of that type. Faculty teaching both types of courses were randomly assigned to describe one or the other. In the first two survey administrations, faculty were allowed to repeat this section and describe as many courses as they chose.

3. The third section asks questions focused on how faculty learn about content and teaching methods, how they put this learning to use in designing courses, and how they share information about teaching with colleagues.

Survey population.

We administered surveys to all identifiable geoscience faculty in the United States. We began with lists developed by the AGI that included full-time faculty, part-time and adjunct faculty, instructors, lecturers, research scientists, and other educators teaching undergraduate geoscience courses. The 2004 survey was emailed to approximately 5700 faculty and received 2207 responses, a response rate of 39% (21).

We electronically sent the 2009 survey in March 2009 to 5107 geoscience faculty and received 2537 completed responses (50% response rate). For the 2009 survey, we discovered that at least 810 geoscientists who had been past participants in Cutting Edge workshops were not on the original survey invitation list compiled from AGI data. We sent a second wave of invitations to these 810 geoscientists in September 2009 and received 337 responses. This brought the 2009 survey combined total to 2874 responses from 5917 emails (49% response rate). In comparing the original survey sample with the supplementary sample, individuals in the supplementary group were far more likely to have a master’s degree as their highest degree, were far more likely to have earned degrees within the previous 5 years, and were less likely to be teaching. For questions about teaching practice, the analysis between the two pools of survey respondents demonstrated no statistically significant differences based on the populations we examined (workshop plus website, website only, and neither). In short, the supplemental group appeared to be younger and less likely to be teaching undergraduates than the original group, but their behavior in the classroom seemed the same. We combined these two groups of response in the analysis of the 2009 data.

We sent the 2012 survey to a list created from records from four sources: (i) the AGI list, (ii) an email list of 2-year college geoscience faculty compiled from institutional data sources and augmented by other 2-year college instructors who signed up to be included on such a list, (iii) a list of atmospheric science or meteorology faculty compiled by institutional data sources based on schools that offer degree programs in meteorology or atmospheric science (as listed on the American Meteorological Society website) that were not otherwise included in the AGI list, and (iv) the list of Cutting Edge participants. A listing of oceanography faculty was not available for the survey, although many oceanography programs are included in the AGI directory. We sent the survey to 7813 faculty and received 2466 responses, of which 2157 completed either the introductory or majors course set of questions (a response rate of 32%).

Administration.

In each administration, the survey was presented online with a skip logic structure. After responding to a question asking about teaching responsibilities, respondents were sent either a set of questions asking for a description of an introductory course or a course for majors. Faculty not teaching undergraduate students were sent to the final sections of survey, which included questions related to professional development and contributions to the field.

For the 2004 and 2009 survey, AIP sent email invitations that appeared to be from a Cutting Edge principal investigator. Several reminder emails were sent in this manner as well. For the 2012 survey, participants received an initial invitation signed by Cutting Edge leadership and endorsed by NAGT, indicating that an email from the survey contractor, Professional Data Analysts Inc., would follow. This email was followed by two reminders over a 3-week interval.

Direct observations of teaching practice

In-person classroom observations were made between March 2011 and June 2014 as part of the Cutting Edge Classroom Observation Project using the RTOP (25). These observations resulted in 205 sets of quantitative data (RTOP scores), for which there are 174 sets of observer comments made by trained observers during RTOP scoring, and 203 instructor surveys completed by participating faculty. Observers used a modified version of the RTOP rubric described by Budd et al. (55) that clarifies criteria for scores (0 to 4) for each rubric item, includes comments that help observers understand subtle differences between scores, and places those criteria in a more specific geoscience context.

We selected faculty for observation using a group characteristic sampling frame designed to collect sufficient numbers of observations (greater than 30 per dimension) that demonstrated variation on the dimensions of interest (gender, appointment type, institution types, class size, introductory and majors courses, and Cutting Edge participants versus non–Cutting Edge participants). The group characteristic sampling allows an investigation to document diversity and identify common themes (56).

Four cohorts of observers participated in training. The first cohort (12) observed classrooms and watched recorded classroom sessions to test and adapt the use of the RTOP rubric of Budd et al. (35) and to adjust scoring criteria and rubric comments as needed. Following each observation, the group reported scores, discussed scoring, and came to a consensus. After approximately eight observations and adjustments to the scoring criteria, observation scores of each observer were reproducible, and a revised version of the Budd et al. rubric was created.
The mean scores of this original cohort were henceforward considered to be the “standard” scores for subsequent training. Three additional cohorts of observers were trained from 2012 to 2014 using a three-stage process of observing videos, scoring videos, and discussing scores with a trained observer. At each stage, if a trainee’s scores were within 1 SD of the standard, the trainee would advance to the next stage of training, which included more videos, discussions, and score comparisons. The final stage in the training process required participants to score final calibration videos. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were used to report interrater reliability for the 22 trained observers, which yielded an ICC of 0.93. In addition, Cronbach’s α was calculated for each calibration video as a measure of reliability for the 25-item RTOP rubric. The rubric was found to be reliable with α = 0.84 for the first calibration video (n = 24) and α = 0.81 (n = 22) for the second calibration video. This exceeds the acceptable threshold for interrater reliability, α > 0.7 (57).

The trained observers assigned quantitative scores for 205 individual class sessions using the revised version of the Budd et al. (55) RTOP rubric. For these observations, 203 could be grouped by Cutting Edge participation (table S16). The remaining two scores in the data set belonged to workshop participants who self-reported that they did not use the Cutting Edge website. Workshop-only participants were not included in the reported data because of the small sample size of these type of participants.

Qualitative studies

We conducted a retrospective study of a subset of previous interview studies. The original interviews were conducted between the onset of the project and just before the 2009 survey administrations. Each study centered on investigating the role of Cutting Edge in influencing faculty (58). However, each set of interviews used a different sampling frame and was conducted by different sets of researchers with different protocols. Although each of the original interview studies had different goals, all of the semistructured protocols included a set of questions designed to elicit a description of the teaching strategies used by a faculty member, plus a set of questions to investigate the type of impacts of the Cutting Edge program on participants. Original interview protocols are provided in the Supplementary Materials.

In collaboration with the external researcher at Rockman et al, we used a causal pathway case sampling approach (56) to intentionally select cases from the original interviews for the analysis that would provide insight into causal mechanisms (59) of the Cutting Edge program. We first limited the case selection to only those who had participated in a Cutting Edge workshop. We then limited the analysis to only cases where participants had completed a survey. We ran a Structured Query Language (SQL) matching query using a participant-identifying variable across the three retrospective interview study lists and the three survey administration lists. This yielded a sample (n = 71) across the three studies (Table 2). From the remaining list, we ran descriptive statistics in SPSS to identify the faculty type and teaching style of each faculty member.

For the independent analysis, two researchers at Rockman et al, in consultation with Cutting Edge researchers, developed a preliminary coding system based on the patterns drawn from the survey analysis. The Rockman et al researchers analyzed the interview cases using these codes related to the faculty type and teaching style. For example, the initial sets of codes for teaching style included subcodes: lecture that encourages class discussion, lecture with demonstrations, and usage of small-group discussions or think-pair-share. These are all changes in teaching directly attributed to Cutting Edge workshops. Other initial codes included features of student-engaged teaching activities and responses related to workshop program feedback. The Features of Strong Teaching Activities codes were based on the criteria established by the Cutting Edge review process (60) and incorporate the features of teaching that promote active learning.

Each of the Rockman et al researchers initially coded the same 10 interviews, and the percentage of agreement for codes was 75%. Coders subsequently discussed the conflicting codes and came to a consensus before coding the remaining interviews. The coding guide is presented in the Supplementary Materials. These codes were entered into the software package NVivo, and all of the transcripts were imported into this program.

The researchers analyzed the transcribed interviews using a pattern-matching strategy related to the initial set of codes. They used a coding approach that used a process of constant comparative analysis (61). Rather than attempting to identify more subtle themes at the start, the researchers initially used larger “buckets” for these codes. This approach allowed the researchers to conduct multiple iterations. Through this iterative process, additional patterns emerged from the data, and additional codes were used.

Statistical analysis

We conducted exploratory factor analyses to examine differences in geoscience faculty teaching practices from 2004 to 2012. We conducted a cluster analysis to examine whether there were subpopulations of geoscience faculty who exhibited differences in their teaching practices and, if so, what characterized these differences. We conducted regression analyses to investigate whether Cutting Edge workshop participants and Cutting Edge website users were more likely to report interactive class time and active learning teaching strategies after controlling for other differences in the participants.

The questions in the survey evolved from one administration to another in response to the utility of data from the previous surveys and the evolving focus of both Cutting Edge and interests in geoscience and higher-education research. Thus, the survey was not identical from one administration to another and varied in length, content, and order. However, the root question used in the factor analysis to determine teaching strategy remained unchanged across administrations of the survey.

Factor analysis: Teaching strategy.

Seven survey items from the 2004 and 2009 surveys were reduced to construct the teaching strategy variables (traditional lecture, active lecture, and active learning) by applying results from a factor analysis. Survey responders who taught introductory and major courses were asked, “In the lecture portion, please indicate how frequently you used the following teaching strategies.” A core set of responses was available across surveys:

1. Traditional lecture
2. Lecture with demonstration
3. Lecture in which questions posed by the instructor are answered by individual students (for example, a professor calls on individual students)
4. Lecture in which questions posed by the instructor are answered simultaneously by the entire class (for example, students vote using cards or electronic response systems)
5. Small-group discussion or think-pair-share
6. Whole-class discussion
7. In-class exercises
8. Classroom debates or role-playing (2004 survey only)
9. Fieldwork (2004 survey only)
For each item, respondents were given a five-point rating scale to indicate frequency: never, once, several times, weekly, and every class. The response choices were held nearly constant:
(1) Never
(2) Once (2004–2009)/once or twice (2012)
(3) Several times
(4) Weekly
(5) Every class (2004–2009)/nearly every class (2012)

For the factor analyses, ratings for the seven strategies included in all three surveys were recoded into frequent (weekly and every class) and infrequent (never, once, and several times). The seven binary items were included in a factor analysis that used principal axis factoring with varimax rotation. The number of rotations ultimately extracted was based on an iterative process guided by several principles: (i) those with eigenvalues greater than 1, (ii) scree plots of eigenvalues by factor number, and (iii) the interpretability of factors.

There were missing data in 586 responses in 2004, 865 responses in 2009, and 725 responses in 2012. The surveys had missing data for several reasons: (i) respondents either were not presented with or did not complete the survey sections asking about an introductory or major course, (ii) respondents skipped the items in the question, or (iii) respondents did not do any of the items “frequently.” We minimized the effects of missing values by using pairwise deletion where all valid data are used in the analyses.

The factor analysis performed on 2004–2009 data suggests three factors:

(1) Factor 1 (active lecture): lecture with demonstration, lecture in which questions posed by instructor are answered by individual students, and lecture in which questions posed by instructor are answered simultaneously by the entire class
(2) Factor 2 (active learning): small-group discussion, whole-class discussions, and in-class exercises
(3) Factor 3 (traditional lecture): traditional lecture

A teaching strategy variable was constructed using the three factors from the 2004 and 2009 data. The same variable was created in the 2012 data by applying the factors from the early surveys.

**Cluster analysis: Faculty type.**

The faculty type variable (education-focused faculty, geoscience research-focused faculty, and teaching faculty) was constructed from a cluster analysis using survey items asking about participation and engagement in the geoscience community. We ran the cluster analysis on the 2004 and 2009 data, and it was verified in the 2012 data. Demographic questions used in the cluster analysis had only minor variations across administrations. The seven questions used in the cluster analysis included the following:

(1) At how many meetings have you presented your scientific research within the past 2 years?
(2) How many articles about your research have you published in the past 2 years?
(3) How many articles have you published about educational topics within the past 2 years? (In 2004, the question was not limited to the past 2 years.)

(The previous three questions were open-ended in 2004 and had the following response options in the 2009 and 2012 administrations: none, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 or more.)

(1) How often did you talk or correspond with your colleagues about course content over the past 2 years? (In 2012, course content was underlined.) The possible responses were as follows: (i) never, (ii) once or twice per term, (iii) several times per term, (iv) weekly, and (v) nearly every day.

(2) Approximately how many talks on teaching methods, other topics related to science education, or geoscience education have you attended in the past 2 years at professional meetings, on campus, or at other venues? (This question was open-ended in 2004 and had the following response options in 2009 and 2012: none, 1 or 2, 3 or 4, 5 or 6, 7 or 8, 9 or 10, and 11 or more.)

(3) How many workshops related to improving your teaching did you attend in the past 2 years? (This question was open-ended in 2004 and had the following response options in 2009 and 2012: none, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 or more.)

(4) Have you presented research on teaching methods or student learning at meetings within the past 2 years? Response choices were yes and no.

We ran a k-means clustering algorithm on the 2004 and 2009 data in SPSS Quick Cluster (version 18) to determine whether respondents could be grouped on the basis of responses to these items. The analysis examined two-, three-, and four-cluster solutions, and the three-cluster solution was found to be the most interpretable and was therefore retained. The three-cluster solution was verified in the 2012 survey data and fit the data well. There were missing data for 575 cases in 2004, 388 cases in 2009, and 319 cases in 2012. These cases were not grouped into a faculty type.

**Logistic regression analyses.**

Logistic regression was used for the dichotomous variable interactive class time (more than 20% versus 20% or less), and three separate logistic regression models were used to assess associations with the
Comparison category probability (CCP) = \frac{\text{RCP} \times \text{OR}}{1 - \text{RCP} + \text{RCP} \times \text{OR}} \tag{1}

Predicted probability differential (PPD) = \text{CCP} - \text{RCP} \tag{2}

RR = \frac{\text{CCP}}{\text{RCP}} \tag{3}

We report the significance, OR, RR, and PPD in logistic regression summaries (tables S14 and S15).

**Spearman’s rank-order correlations.**

Spearman’s rank-order correlations in SPSS were used to compare the relationship between teaching style (active learning, active lecture, and traditional lecture) and responses to items related to features of engaged teaching. This was run on 2012 survey responses.

**Chi-squares.**

Chi-square tests in SPSS were used to compare for each engaged pedagogy item the number of faculty who reported how prominently students exhibited a particular behavior related to engaged teaching. Each item was compared by faculty group. Comparisons between faculty type and the 11 engaged pedagogies were assessed using chi-square tests with a Bonferroni-adjusted \( P \) value of 0.005.

**Intraclass correlation coefficients.**

A “two-way mixed” model was run in SPSS and reported for the single measure on the basis of the trained observers’ total scores on the two videos. This model was run on 22 of the 24 observers who completed the training, because two observers (each contributed five scores to the total data set) did not score both calibration videos.

**Cronbach’s \( \alpha \).**

Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) was calculated to determine the rubric internal consistency (interitem correlations) using scores from two calibration videos for trained RTOP observers whose observations were part of the total data set. The calibration videos were scored using the RTOP scoring rubric at the end of the observers’ training. Using scores from the 25-item rubric and an Excel formula, Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) was calculated for each video (62). Scores from all 24 observers were available for the first video, but 2 observers were missing scores for the second video. Therefore, Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) was run for the 22 available scores.

**Analysis of variance**

A one-way ANOVA in SPSS was used to compare the total RTOP scores. Comparisons were made between observed faculty who had no Cutting Edge participation, observed faculty who had only used the Cutting Edge website, and observed faculty who had used the website and attended a Cutting Edge workshop. Bonferroni post hoc tests were conducted to confirm which Cutting Edge groups were different from each other on mean RTOP score.

**SQL queries**

SQL queries were used in Microsoft Access to identify repeat participation of Cutting Edge events for the Cutting Edge population as a whole, Cutting Edge survey respondents, and interview respondents. Each query compared the identifiers of the particular population to the database of workshop seats by participant ID. A frequency of unique participant identifiers where count was greater than 1 was computed for each population. To identify only repeat participation related to the particular method (before interview or survey response), the database of workshop seats for the query was limited to the years of interest for the particular population.
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